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Recent studies suggest that action relations between objects affect behavioral and neural responses to action- 

related object pairs. Existing evidence indicates the involvement of both visual streams in this process. However, 

uncertainty remains regarding the functional roles of the ventral and the dorsal visual streams, and their interac- 

tion in the perception of the action relations between objects. In particular, it is not clear whether the involvement 

of either stream is dependent on object recognition. The present study aims to dissociate the effect of object fa- 

miliarity and automatic extraction of action relations by presenting familiar and novel object pairs, which either 

indicate action relations or not, in a context where the objects and their identification were task-irrelevant. The 

present study examines the possibility that the activation of the ventral visual stream is dependent on facilitated 

object recognition exclusively associated with familiar action relations, and tests whether the dorsal visual stream 

is recruited in the automatic processing of the action relations in paired-object scenarios. With a set of registered 

analyses, we revealed that both the dorsal and the ventral streams respond to action relations in paired-object 

scenarios, and the responses were not exclusive to familiar action relations. Registered dynamic causal modeling 

analysis revealed that the inherent inter-stream connectivity was inhibited by action relations, and further un- 

registered analysis revealed that there lacks significant inherent effective connectivity between the two streams. 

These results suggest that both visual streams respond to the experimental manipulation of action relations in 

paired-object scenarios, but contribute corresponding information to different computations, leading to dissocia- 

tions between the neural activities of the two streams. These results for the first time suggested a division of labor 

between the two visual streams in the automatic extraction of action relations in paired-object scenarios. Future 

study is needed to further explore the context-dependency of the collaboration of the two steams in processing 

action-related features in multiple-object scenarios. 
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. Introduction 

Gibson (1979) postulated in his influential ecological approach to vi-

ion that humans directly detect action possibilities (also referred to as

ffordances) from the environment and use these affordances to deter-

ine their actions towards objects. There is now substantial evidence

hat action possibilities are processed in single-object scenarios (e.g.

ub et al., 2008 ; Grèzes et al., 2003 ; Grèzes and Decety, 2002 ; Phillips

nd Ward, 2002 ; Riddoch et al., 1998 , 2003 ; Tucker and Ellis, 1998 ).

t has also been reported that potential actions towards objects can in-

uence behavior even though they are irrelevant to the task, suggest-

ng that affordances are extracted automatically (e.g. Ellis and Tucker,
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000 ; Phillips and Ward, 2002 ; Tucker and Ellis, 1998 ). Moreover, neu-

al responses to action possibilities afforded by single objects have been

eported in the dorsal visual stream and frontoparietal regions related

o motor control, including the intraparietal cortex and the precentral

yrus ( Grèzes et al., 2003 ; Grèzes and Decety, 2002 ). 

According to these findings, affordances are processed in brain re-

ions typically considered part of the dorsal visual pathway, different

rom the occipitotemporal visual areas associated with object recogni-

ion (for reviews, Gauthier and Tarr, 2016 ; Grill-Spector and Malach,

004 ). This dissociation fits with the theoretical frameworks of the func-

ional specialty of the ventral and the dorsal regions in the two visual

tream theory ( Goodale and Milner, 1992 ; Milner and Goodale, 2006 ,
eptember 2021 
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008 ), or sometimes termed as the direct (dorsal) and the indirect (ven-

ral) routes ( Riddoch et al., 1989 ; Yoon et al., 2002 ). According to such

ichotomy, the ventral visual stream is an occipitotemporal network

hat uses visual information to construct detailed perceptual represen-

ations critical for object recognition. The brain regions in this pathway

rocess the invariant structural characteristics as well as the identity

nd categorical information of objects ( Grill-Spector and Malach, 2004 ;

ngerleider and Mishkin, 1982 ). In contrast, the dorsal visual stream,

r the direct route, projects from the early visual cortex to the parietal

obe and subserves object localization and visually guided action. It cap-

ures dynamic spatiotemporal relationships between objects, and, in the

pirit of Gibson’s affordance theory, extracts possible actions based on

heir shape and structure ( Buccino et al., 2009 ; Wulff and Humphreys,

015 ). This extraction is constrained by information from the indirect

entral route which contributes to the retrieval of semantic and func-

ional knowledge of objects via object identification ( Yoon et al., 2002 ).

The two streams have also been suggested not to be completely

ndependent. Anatomically, there are bi-directional structural projec-

ions connecting regions in the human ventral and dorsal visual streams

 Takemura et al., 2016 ; Yeatman et al., 2014 ). Functionally, the ventral

athway regions have been reported to represent information typically

ssociated with the dorsal visual stream, such as actions towards ob-

ects and movement-related object properties ( Bracci and Peelen, 2013 ;

allivan et al., 2014 ; Mahon et al., 2007 ), while the neural activation in

he dorsal visual stream regions has also been reported to reflect ventral-

tream processing such as viewpoint invariance (e.g. Konen and Kastner,

008 ) and object knowledge (e.g. Almeida et al., 2013 ; Brandi et al.,

014 ). 

Extending this line of research, existing studies suggest that not only

he action possibilities associated with single objects can be directly ex-

racted, but also the action relations between objects (e.g. Green and

ummel, 2006 ; Riddoch et al., 2003 ; Roberts and Humphreys, 2010a ,

010b , 2011a , 2011b ; Xu and Heinke, 2017 ; Xu et al., 2015 ; Yoon et al.,

010 ). These studies presented images of paired objects commonly used

ogether e.g., a hammer and a nail. In such pairs, one object is the active

bject (the object being used in the action e.g., the hammer in a hammer-

ail pair) and the other object the passive one (the object being acted

n by the active object e.g., the nail). Humphreys and colleagues (e.g.

oberts and Humphreys, 2010a ; Xu et al., 2015 ; Xu et al., 2017 ) varied

ow the pairs were presented on the screen i.e., their co-location, to ma-

ipulate the visuospatially defined action relations between objects. A

orrect co-location resembles a typical interaction between the objects

hile in an incorrect co-location the spatial relationship between the

wo objects does not imply an interaction. For instance, a hammer and

 nail may imply interaction when the head of the hammer is in the

ppropriate location and orientation so that it can hit the nail, but not

hen the head of the hammer points away from the nail. Note that such

isuospatially defined action relations may encompass many types of

ossible interactions, even those not typical/known for the two objects.

n a series of studies with such paired objects, Riddoch et al. (2003) re-

orted that the ability to identify both objects improved in patients with

xtinction when the objects were oriented in correct co-location imply-

ng an interaction. For neurologically typical participants, Roberts and

umphreys (2011a , 2011b) reported that correctly co-located object

airs facilitated object identification, compared to the incorrectly co-

ocated pairs, and correctly co-located objects induced a bias towards

dentifying the active objects relative to the passive objects in each pair

 Roberts and Humphreys, 2010b ). Xu et al. (2015) also manipulated vi-

uospatial action relations by changing the co-location between objects.

hey asked participants to make speeded left/right keyboard responses

o a target shape in the middle of the screen which appeared together

ith the object pairs. Hence not only the implied action relationship

s in Roberts and Humphreys (2011a , 2011b ) but also the objects were

ask-irrelevant. They found that when the two objects were positioned in

he correct co-location, the responses aligned with the affordance of the

ctive objects were quicker compared to those aligned with the passive
2 
bjects —a facilitation effect. In addition to this facilitation effect, the re-

ponses aligned with the affordance of the passive objects were slower

hen the two objects were presented in correct co-locations, compared

o when they did not depict an interaction. Taken together, these studies

ndicate that not only action possibilities of single objects (affordances)

re extracted automatically, but also the action relations of paired ob-

ects. 

Although the behavioral evidence suggests the automatic extraction

f action relations between objects, the neural mechanism of such di-

ect processing of action relations remains elusive, particularly the exact

oles of the ventral and the dorsal visual streams, their interaction, and

heir dependence on functional knowledge and object familiarity. For

nstance, our transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) study ( Xu et al.,

017 ) found that interfering with the left anterior intraparietal sulcus

aIPS, a critical region of the dorsal visual stream) with TMS reduced

he behavioral effects of action relations between objects, but interfer-

ng with the left lateral occipital cortex (LO) did not have such an ef-

ect. This suggests that the involvement of the dorsal visual stream is

ritical for the perception of the action relations between objects. How-

ver, this study only used familiar object pairs and therefore did not

irectly address the perception of action relations independent of object

ecognition. The involvement of the dorsal visual stream independent

f object recognition is indirectly supported by a behavioral study. Xu

nd Heinke (2017) found effects of action relations involving novel ob-

ects unknown to the participants, for which the affordance extraction

elied on object structures rather than known functions. Given that the

orsal visual stream rather than the ventral visual stream is considered

o extract affordances from the structure of objects ( Binkofski et al.,

998 ; Hoeren et al., 2013 ), this finding, like the TMS study, suggests

he functional involvement of the dorsal visual stream rather than the

entral visual stream. The involvement of the dorsal visual stream in the

erception of paired-object affordance is also supported by recent func-

ional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) evidence. Roux-Sibilon et al.

2018) reported that the dorsal visual stream responded to paired-object

ffordance when the participants made a decision regarding the typical-

ty of interaction between objects. However, this task always required

bject recognition, hence it cannot rule out the possibility that the dor-

al involvement was a consequence of influence from the indirect route,

.e. object recognition ( Kravitz et al., 2011 ; Yoon et al., 2002 ). There-

ore, there is no direct fMRI evidence for the involvement of the dorsal

isual stream in the automatic processing of action relations between

bjects (i.e., when objects are task-irrelevant), as well as for its reliance

n (or independence from) the input from the ventral visual stream. 

Evidence of the involvement of the ventral visual stream and its de-

endence on object familiarity is also unclear. Though the TMS evidence

 Xu et al., 2017 ) did not identify the ventral visual stream as a critical

ontributor to the processing of action relations, a fMRI study by Roberts

nd Humphreys (2010a) found that among occipital-temporal object-

elective regions, activation in bilateral lateral occipital complex (LOC),

 core region of the ventral/indirect stream, increased in the correct

o-location condition compared to the incorrect co-location condition.

owever, this study used familiar action relations and asked partici-

ants to explicitly perform object categorization. Also, a recent fMRI

tudy reported contexture- and task-dependent involvement of LOC in

he perception of paired-object affordances ( Roux-Sibilon et al., 2018 ).

hey found that when participants viewed functionally-related pairs of

bjects and made semantic decisions about the functional context (i.e.,

hether the two objects were typically found in the kitchen) or the typ-

cality of interaction between the objects (whether the two objects were

ypically used together), the left LOC responded more strongly to object

airs positioned appropriately for dominant-hand actions in contrast to

he horizontally mirrored co-location. However, when the two objects

ere both familiar but functionally unrelated, the effect existed only

hen the participants made a decision about the typicality of interac-

ion between the objects, not during the contextual decision. It is worth

oting that all these three studies used familiar objects, that is, objects
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ssociated with a particular identity and semantic knowledge. Given

hat the LOC and the ventral visual stream are known to be primarily

nvolved in object recognition ( Grill-Spector and Malach, 2004 ), it is

ossible that the increased fMRI activation in the LOC reflected facili-

ated object recognition, which may be task-dependent as reflected in

oux-Sibilon et al. (2018) , instead of reflecting the automatic extrac-

ion of action-related information from object pairs. For objects with

n established functional association, the co-locations implying actions

ay be more familiar and thus may facilitate object recognition more

eadily than the incorrect co-locations. In other words, in perceiving

ction relations between familiar objects, the ventral visual stream acti-

ation may reflect the extraction of other properties such as familiarity,

bject categories, object function, material and surface properties of ob-

ects, etc., rather than visuospatial action relations. Another possibility

s that the ventral visual stream receives input from the dorsal visual

tream and its activation is a consequence of the processing of visuospa-

ial action relations. This is feasible given the bidirectional connection

etween the inferior temporal areas of the ventral visual stream and the

arietal regions of the dorsal visual stream in macaque monkeys, the

orsal input to the medial temporal lobe, and the recurrent signals from

oth the ventral and the dorsal pathways integrated in the early visual

reas, the common starting point of both visual streams, via strong feed-

ack connections (for reviews, see Kravitz et al., 2013 ; Milner, 2017 ).

assive viewing of elongated tool objects ( Chen et al., 2018 ) and the

etrieval of action knowledge associated with tool objects ( Kleineberg

t al., 2018 ) have been reported to modulate the effective connectiv-

ty from the dorsal to the ventral visual stream. Moreover, interference

ver the parietal cortex, either through neuromodulation or brain le-

ions, affects object representations within the ventral temporal cortex

Frank E. Garcea et al., 2019 ; Lee et al., 2019 ; Ruttorf et al., 2019 ). These

esults demonstrated the involvement of the ventral-dorsal interaction

n action-related object processing in single object scenarios. In paired-

bject scenarios, such involvement, if exists, would also be consistent

ith our previous TMS finding that interfering with the dorsal rather

han the ventral visual stream affected paired-object affordance effects

 Xu et al., 2017 ). 

Here we want to provide direct fMRI evidence for the involvement

f the dorsal visual stream in the automatic extraction of visuospatially

efined action relations between objects and to examine its dependence

ver input from the ventral visual stream. Moreover, we want to exam-

ne whether the involvement of the ventral visual stream is the result of

bject recognition rather than affordance processing or the input from

he dorsal visual stream. To do so, the present study examines how ac-

ion relations of object pairs affect the activation and the effective con-

ectivity of two representative dorsal and ventral visual-stream regions.

e reason that if the extraction of action relations relies on the dorsal

isual stream, as suggested by previous behavioral and TMS studies ( Xu

nd Heinke, 2017 ; Xu et al., 2017 ), a change in activation correspond-

ng to action relations between both familiar and novel objects should

e evident in the dorsal visual stream. Instead, if the dorsal visual stream

epends on the input from the ventral visual stream to respond to action

elations, such dependence would be reflected in a modulatory effect of

xperimental manipulations on the effective connectivity from the ven-

ral to the dorsal visual stream. Regarding the ventral visual stream, if its

nvolvement is the consequence of facilitated object recognition conse-

uent to the extraction of action relations, it should only respond to the

ction relations between familiar objects, not to those between novel

bjects, which cannot be recognized regardless of action relations. In

ontrast, if the ventral visual stream also processes visuospatial action

elations, or its processing is informed by the dorsal visual stream, the

entral visual stream may also respond to the action relations between

he novel objects, and in the latter case, the effective connectivity from

he dorsal to the ventral visual stream may be modulated by action re-

ations between objects. 

In summary, the present study examines the automatic extraction

f visuospatially defined action relations of object pairs and intends
3 
1) to investigate whether the involvement of the ventral visual stream

s conditional on object familiarity, (2) to provide direct fMRI evidence

or the involvement of the dorsal stream in automatic extraction of ac-

ion relations and (3) to examine whether and how action relations be-

ween objects modulate the effective connectivity between the two vi-

ual streams. Specifically, this study manipulates the visuospatial action

elations in familiar and novel object pairs, and separately examines the

eural correlates of the automatic perception of action relations of famil-

ar and novel objects in a context where the objects were task-irrelevant.

e adopted Xu et al. (2015) paradigm to manipulate the visuospatial

ction relations by orienting the active objects towards or away from

he passive objects, to present the objects in co-location suitable for

etween-object actions or not, which we termed correct and incorrect

o-location conditions respectively. In terms of familiarity, the present

tudy included two types of object pairs. Each familiar object pair con-

ists of two familiar objects which have established functional and ac-

ion associations, such as a hammer and a nail. In the novel object pairs,

ollowing Xu and Heinke (2017) , the active objects were constructed by

rbitrarily combining action-related structures, i.e. handles, with arbi-

rary shapes. We reason that the objects and functional knowledge of

uch object pairs would be constant (absent for active objects and un-

hanged for the passive objects across co-location conditions) no matter

hether the two objects are presented suitable for interaction (the cor-

ect co-location condition) or not (the incorrect co-location condition),

nd the only difference between the two conditions would be the action

elations between objects. By examining the changes in activation in-

uced by the manipulation of action relation when the participants view

ask-irrelevant familiar and novel objects, the present study will exam-

ne whether the involvement of either visual stream in the automatic

xtraction of action relations depends on the familiarity of the objects.

n doing so, the present study followed an ROI-based approach and se-

ected ventral and dorsal object-selective cortical regions near the LOC

nd the aIPS as the ventral and the dorsal ROIs, respectively. As a repre-

entative region within human ventral visual stream, LOC, composed of

he LO and the posterior fusiform gyrus (pFs), has been reported to be ac-

ivated in human neuroimaging studies across a range of object percep-

ion and recognition tasks (for review, see Grill-Spector et al., 2001 ), and

howed selectivity to tool- and hand- stimuli (for review, see Lingnau

nd Downing, 2015 ). The left LOC was also activated by viewing action-

elated objects in Roberts and Humphreys (2010a) . As a representative

egion within the human dorsal visual stream, the aIPS has been re-

orted to exhibit increased activation in viewing graspable/tool objects

ersus other objects ( Chao and Martin, 2000 ; Chouinard and Goodale,

012 ; Mruczek et al., 2013 ; Valyear et al., 2007 ), mediate online control

f object-directed grasping ( Binkofski et al., 1998 ; Culham et al., 2003 ;

rey et al., 2005 ; Rice et al., 2007 ; Tunik et al., 2005 ) and contribute

o various tool-use tasks (for review, see Johnson-Frey, 2004 ; Lewis,

006 ). In addition to processing the affordance of a single object and

lanning simple prehensile actions, the aIPS is also suggested to be in-

olved in representing the goals of actions ( Shmuelof and Zohary, 2005 ),

ost a short-term context-specific information capacitor for action plan-

ing and execution ( Tunik et al., 2007 ), and contribute to spatiomotor

nd functional judgment in action observation ( Bach et al., 2010 ). Fur-

hermore, TMS over this region affects online grasping control ( Cohen

t al., 2009 ) and behavioral responses to visuospatially-defined action

elations between object pairs ( Xu et al., 2017 ). This region has been

ncluded in various theoretical frameworks regarding tool use, such as

he theory of the two action systems ( Binkofski and Buxbaum, 2013 ).

dmittedly, the aIPS is not the only dorsal region that contributes to

ction-related object perception. Alternative regions of interest exist in

he left inferior parietal cortex, such as the left supramarginal gyrus

SMG). However, in contrast to visuospatial driven processing, the SMG

eems to be more related to functional use of tools such as the admin-

stration, imagination, and observation of a specific tool use action; or

asks requiring the tools to be considered in a specific and meaningful

unctional context (e.g. Buxbaum, 2017 ; Goldenberg and Spatt, 2009 ;
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rban and Caruana, 2014 ; Reynaud et al., 2016 ). These scenarios are

ery different from the one considered here, where the task did not re-

uire the participants to purposefully process tool use actions or to con-

ider their functional use. Therefore, the present study chose the aIPS as

he representative region of the dorsal visual stream, as it is a promis-

ng region to illustrate the contribution of the dorsal visual stream to

he processing of visuospatially-defined action relations. Considering

he functional complexity and heterogeneity of the dorsal visual stream

nd the inferior parietal cortex (e.g. Binkofski and Buxbaum, 2013 ), we

o not have specific hypotheses regarding the scope and regional dis-

ociation of the dorsal-stream contribution in the perception of action

elations. Instead, we will perform an exploratory whole-brain voxel-

ise activation analysis to inspect this issue, to identify regions whose

ctivation significantly changes with action relations of the familiar and

he novel object pairs, respectively (see Methods for more details), in the

ope of providing additional insight to inform future investigation. 

In the present study, we will restrict ROI analysis to the left hemi-

phere. This is because a left-lateralized network of brain regions has

een identified in studies reporting increased activation (1) for tools

ompared to other objects ( Chao and Martin, 2000 ; Chouinard and

oodale, 2012 ; F. E. Garcea et al., 2016 ; Kristensen et al., 2016 ; Brad-

ord Z. Mahon et al., 2013 ; Mruczek et al., 2013 ; Valyear et al., 2007 )

nd (2) during viewing, hearing, executing, planning, and pantomiming

ool use ( Lewis, 2006 ) compared to control conditions. TMS over the left

IPS has also been reported to affect online grasping control ( Cohen et

l., 2009 ), and TMS to the left lateral occipital area (Brodmann’s area

7) slows subjects’ reactions for object naming ( Stewart et al., 2001 ). 

As positive controls, we will first examine whether action relations

f familiar object pairs affect neural activation in the dorsal and the

entral ROIs. We expect to replicate the previous findings of activation

hange in the ventral stream regions in response to the action relations

n familiar object pairs ( Roberts and Humphreys, 2010a ; Roux-Sibilon

t al., 2018 ) and the TMS evidence ( Xu et al., 2017 ) of the dorsal vi-

ual stream’s involvement in the response to the action relations be-

ween familiar objects. Furthermore, we will examine whether an effect

f action relations in novel object pairs can be observed in either visual

tream. After establishing the effects of action relations in either ROI, we

ill conduct a dynamic causal modeling (DCM) analysis to examine our

peculation regarding the interaction between the two visual streams.

CM analysis fits fMRI data to a set of realistic models of the coupling

etween neural populations (the nodes) and how that coupling is in-

uenced by experimental manipulation, and estimates model fit using

ayesian statistical methods. The best-fit model (or family of models)

s seen as reflecting the effective connectivity between neural popula-

ions ( Friston et al., 2003 ). DCM has been used to examine the effec-

ive connectivity between the ventral and the dorsal visual streams in

ction-related object processing in single object scenarios. Recent stud-

es reported the modulation effect of the retrieval of action knowledge

ssociated with tool objects ( Kleineberg et al., 2018 ) and of toolness (as

ell as a particular type of tools, the elongated tools, Chen et al., 2018 )

n the effective connectivity between the ventral- and the dorsal-stream

ortical areas. The present study intends to use DCM to examine such

odulation in paired-object scenarios. We will construct a model space

ith the dorsal and the ventral ROIs as two nodes, then compare the

t of models specifying a modulatory effect of action relations on the

ffective connectivity from the dorsal to the ventral ROI, those spec-

fying modulated effective connectivity in the opposite direction, and

hose specifying neither (See Methods and Supplemental materials for

etails). 

.1. Main hypotheses of the present study 

Regarding Positive controls: 

H0 pc_ventral : The ventral visual stream ROI will not show an increase

in activation in response to the correct-co-location condition of
4 
familiar object pairs compared to the incorrect co-location con-

dition. 

H1 pc_ventral : The ventral visual stream ROI will show an increase in

activation in response to the correct-co-location condition of fa-

miliar object pairs compared to the incorrect co-location condi-

tion 

H0 pc_dorsal : The dorsal visual stream ROI will not show an increase

in activation in response to the correct-co-location condition of

familiar object pairs compared to the incorrect co-location con-

dition. 

H1 pc_dorsal : The dorsal visual stream ROI will show an increase in acti-

vation in response to the correct-co-location condition of familiar

object pairs compared to the incorrect co-location condition. 

The failure to reject either H0 pc may indicate a lack of power, prob-

bly due to an overestimation of effect size in a priori power analysis. 

Regarding the ventral visual stream: 

H0 _ventral: The ventral visual stream ROI will not show an increase

in activation in response to the correct-co-location condition of

novel object pairs compared to the incorrect co-location condi-

tion. 

H1 _ventral : The ventral visual stream ROI will show an increase in ac-

tivation in response to the correct-co-location condition of novel

object pairs compared to the incorrect co-location condition. 

The failure to reject H0 _ventral , i.e. the lack of effect of action-relation

of the novel object pairs in the ventral visual stream ROI, may

indicate that the ventral visual stream does not process action

relations directly. In other words, that result suggests that the

ventral ROI may be primarily involved in object recognition and

the observed change of neural activity in this region may be the

byproduct of object recognition. 

Regarding the dorsal visual stream: 

H0 _dorsal : The dorsal visual stream ROI will not show an increase

of activation in response to the correct-co-location condition of

novel object pairs compared to the incorrect co-location condi-

tion. 

H1 _dorsal : The dorsal visual stream ROI will show an increase of ac-

tivation in response to the correct-co-location condition of novel

object pairs compared to the incorrect co-location condition. 

The failure to reject H0 _dorsal , i.e. the lack of effect of action-relation

f the novel object pairs in the dorsal visual stream ROI, may indicate

hat the dorsal visual stream is dependent on the recognition of object

airs to process action relation. 

Regarding interactions between the two visual streams: 

H0_ DCM 

: Action relations do not modulate effective connectivity be-

tween the dorsal and the ventral ROIs. 

H1_ DCM_dorsal_to_venrtal : Action relations modulate effective connectiv-

ity from the dorsal to the ventral ROI. 

H1_ DCM_ventral_to_dorsal : Action relations modulate effective connectiv-

ity from the ventral to the dorsal ROI. 

The failure to reject H0_ DCM 

, i.e. the lack of a modulation effect of

ction relation on the effective connectivity between the two ROIs, may

ule out our speculations that the ventral response is informed by the

esult of the dorsal processing of action relations, and that the dorsal

tream is dependent on or under the influence of object recognition in

rocessing action relations. In contrast, its rejection would indicate that

he ventral ROI’s response to action relations may be affected by the in-

ut from the dorsal ROI (H1_ DCM_dorsal_to_venrtal ), or that the dorsal ROI’s

esponse to action relations is affected by the input from the ventral

OI (H1_ DCM_ventral_to_dorsal ). Note that the testing of these hypotheses

ollows the Bayesian approach of inferential statistics which is based on

he comparison of model evidence instead of p statistics, different from

he frequentist approach of inferential statistics. 
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Note that the decision on sample size in this study is based on the

ffect size estimation from a pilot sample (see Methods for details).

his approach, as well as other methods of a priori power analysis,

ay lead to an overestimation of the effect size and underestimation

f the required sample size. Therefore, any null result of the present

tudy should be interpreted with caution and the possibility of the lack

f power instead of the true “null effect ” explained above should be

onsidered. 

In the hypothesis-driven analysis, we avoided any direct compari-

on between the familiar and the novel object pairs. Instead, we sep-

rately examined the effect of action relations on each single type of

bject pairs, which directly address our research question regarding

hether a given visual stream is capable of processing visuospatially

efined action relations without relying on object recognition. This is

lso because familiar and novel object pairs inevitably differ in various

rrelevant ways (such as the geometry of the object or semantic asso-

iations), which may distort the result of the direct comparison. How-

ver, given that the effect of co-location was detected in both ROIs, we

onducted an exploratory analysis to examine the interaction between

isuospatial action relations and the familiarity of object pairs on the

ctivation in the ROI in question, since this may provide additional in-

ight on the conjunctive effect of action relation and object recognition.

lso, an exploratory whole-brain voxel-based analysis was conducted

o examine the extent of activation under the influence of the action re-

ations of familiar and novel objects. Given that the task requirements

nd the stimuli of this study differed in some critical aspects from ex-

sting studies, we do not have specific hypotheses for these voxel-based

nalyses. 

The significance of the proposed study is based on three aspects.

irst, it will examine the functional contribution of the two steams in

 paradigm in which the objects are completely task-irrelevant. There-

ore, this study may tap into the automatic processing of action relations

etween objects. This will provide new insights into the longstanding

iscussion regarding the directness of visual perception and its rela-

ion to response generation and motor control ( Barsalou, 2008 ; Clark,

999 ; Gibson, 1979 ; Goodale, 2011 ; Osiurak, 2014 ; Varela et al., 1992 )

y extending the extraction of single-object affordances to the process-

ng of between-object relations. Secondly, this study will advance our

nderstanding of the functional roles of the two visual streams in the

erception of action relations. It will examine whether the ventral vi-

ual stream’s involvement in the perception of action relations depends

n object recognition and whether the perception of action relations

elies on the dorsal visual stream. These results will provide new in-

ights into the functional specialty of the ventral and the dorsal vi-

ual streams in the automatic extraction of action relations by disso-

iating the impact of object recognition and automatic affordance ex-

raction. Thirdly, the present study will potentially shed light on the

nteraction between the two visual streams in perceiving paired-object

cenarios. Linking our TMS study ( Xu et al., 2017 ) with fMRI studies

 Roberts and Humphreys, 2010a ; Roux-Sibilon et al., 2018 ), one may

peculate that the ventral visual stream’s activation change to action re-

ations may result from a dorsal input into the ventral stream. That is,

he extraction of action relations in the dorsal visual stream may affect

he processing of the ventral visual stream, maybe by introducing ad-

itional visual processing of the features of the novel objects. Testing

his speculation may extend previous findings that in single-object per-

eption dorsal-stream processing affects the representations of objects

 Mahon et al., 2007 ; Milner, 2017 ) or object-oriented actions ( Gallivan

t al., 2013 ; Singhal et al., 2013 ) in the ventral visual stream. Further-

ore, the functional specificity of the interaction between the ventral

nd the dorsal pathway is still not clear ( Milner, 2017 ; Willems and

rancken, 2012 ). By separately manipulating visuospatial action rela-

ions in familiar and novel object pairs in a task-irrelevant manner, and

ncluding a DCM analysis, the present study may provide new insight on

he context-dependence of the functional interaction between the two

treams. 
s  

5 
. Methods 

.1. Participants 

Thirty participants (right-handed neurologically normal volunteers

ith normal or corrected-to-normal vision) were tested in addition to

 pilot sample of six participants. The handedness of the participants

as decided before the scanning with a Chinese version of the Edin-

urgh Handedness Inventory ( Oldfield, 1971 ; Yang et al., 2018 ), with

n above-zero cut-off score for right-handedness. Written informed con-

ent was obtained before the experiment and the participants received

oney for their time. There lacks effect size information in the paradigm

sed in the present study, therefore the sample size was decided based

n a priori power analysis of the pilot sample (see the ‘Determination of

ample size’ section). The formal analysis did not include the data from

he pilot sample. The full study including the pilot sample was approved

y the Institutional Review Board of Beijing Normal University. 

The participants were replaced if (1) any contraindication to fMRI

tudies was detected in the pre-scan screening questionnaire; (2) a

elow-zero score was received in the Chinese translation of Edinburgh

andedness Inventory; (2) there was excessive head movement ( > 3 mm

n any direction across the entire scan) during any scanning session; (3)

he data collection was incomplete due to any reason; (4) the overall

ccuracy in the catch trials was less than 60% or the false alarm rate

n the experimental trials was more than 5%; (5) the ventral and dorsal

OIs could not be localized by the method described below; (6) the par-

icipants deliberately associated co-location with action relations in the

ovel object pairs (see Procedure for details). In addition, we planned

o exclude runs with more than three abrupt movements ( > 2 mm). We

ould replace the data of that participant who was affected more than

ne run because of this issue. Data collection ended after the targeted

ample size is met. In total 9 participants were replaced. Among them

our were replaced due to excessive head movement ( > 3 mm in any

irection across the entire scan), another one was replaced due to ex-

essive movements ( > 2 mm) in more than two runs, and another four

ere replaced due to incomplete data collection. Among the 30 par-

icipants included in the formal sample, one run was excluded for two

articipants because of excessive head movement. In addition, for DCM

nalysis the data of one run of another participant was excluded because

f problematic realignment in concatenating data across runs for DCM

nalysis. 

Pilot sample Six healthy volunteers (three males and three females,

ean age 23 years, range: 20 - 28 years) from Beijing Normal Univer-

ity were recruited. Participants gave written informed consent and were

aid for their time. The size of the pilot sample was decided a priori fol-

owing Mumford’s (2012) recommendation, and participant recruitment

topped when the number of sign-ups met the target sample size. The

ame exclusion criteria as described for this study were used, except

hat the handedness of the participants was self-report, and the false

larm rate in the experimental trials was not recorded. No pilot-sample

articipant was replaced. 

.2. Stimuli 

The trials and stimulus presentation were controlled using Mat-

abR2016B software (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA) with Psy-

htoolbox 3. 

The stimuli of the task runs consisted of grayscale line-drawing-style

mages of object pairs. Each object was presented on a light gray (200,

00, 200 RGB) background, subtending 3°×3° of the visual angle. The

elative sizes of the objects within each object pair matched their rela-

ive sizes in real life. Other stimuli included a fixation cross subtending

.2°×0.2° of the visual angle and a target stimulus for the catch trials

0, 121, 212 RGB, subtending 0.5°×0.5° of the visual angle). 

The familiar object pairs were a subset of the stimuli used in previous

tudies investigating the behavioral impact of action relations ( Xu et al.,
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Fig. 1. a. example stimuli of the task run. Left: a familiar object pair. Right: a novel object pair. b. Illustrations of the procedure of the task runs. The first two 

frames illustrate an experimental trial of novel object pairs in correct co-location, the third frame a number (n) of consecutive null events, the next two frames an 

experimental trial of familiar objects in the correct co-location, and the last two frames a catch trial. 
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015 , 2017 ), consisting of 16 active-passive pairs of objects commonly

sed together in actions (see Fig. 1 for an example and Supplementary

aterials for a complete list of the object pairs used). Some stimuli ap-

eared in more than one object pair. For instance, a jug was present in a

ug-cup pair and a jug-glass pair. In total, 10 active objects and 8 passive

bjects were used as stimuli. All the object pairs were presented in the

ame number of trials in the experiment. However, some objects, both

n the familiar and the novel object pairs, appeared in more than one

bject pair. 

The novel object pairs have been previously used in a study inves-

igating the behavioral impact of action relations of novel object pairs

 Xu and Heinke, 2017 ). Each active object combined one of four arbi-

rary shapes with the handle structure of a spoon, a spatula, a saucepan,

r a kettle, resulting in 16 novel active objects. The 16 novel active ob-

ects were paired with four passive objects (a nail, a bowl, a tennis ball,

nd a nut). They were chosen from the passive objects previously used

n the paired-object paradigm ( Xu et al., 2015 ). These arbitrary shapes

nd the passive objects have been chosen because their appearance does

ot resemble any action-related object pairs commonly seen in daily life

see Fig. 1 and the figure in S2 for example stimuli). This has been con-

rmed by material evaluation by a separate sample of 12 participants

see Supplementary material of Xu and Heinke, 2017 for the subjective

ating). 

For both types of object pairs, the correctness of object co-location

efers to whether the co-location implies an interaction between the ob-

ects or not, and is manipulated by changing the orientation of the active

bjects. For the familiar object pairs, the co-location is defined as cor-

ect when the objects are positioned as if they are interacting in a typical

ay. An incorrect co-location means that the active object is positioned

n an orientation inappropriate to interact with the corresponding pas-

ive object. The novel object pairs are assumed to imply an interac-

ion when the handles are on the side of the arbitrary shape opposite

o the passive objects, appearing to direct the arbitrary shape towards
 a

6 
he passive objects. Otherwise, the co-location is considered “incorrect ”

or between-object interaction. The material evaluation reported in pre-

ious studies (Supplementary materials of Xu et al., 2015 and Xu and

einke, 2017 ) has verified this manipulation of implied action relations

etween objects. In half of the trials, the active objects were presented

n the left side of the screen, while the passive objects appeared on the

ight side, and the other way around in the rest half. 

.3. Procedure 

.3.1. Data acquisition 

MRI scanning was conducted at BNU Imaging Center for Brain Re-

earch, Beijing, China, on a Siemens 3T scanner (MAGNETOM Trio, a

im system) with a 12-channel phased-array head coil. The scanning

as separated into two sessions on different days to prevent fatigue. In

he first session, each participant underwent 4 task runs and 3 functional

ocalizing runs. In the second session, each participant underwent 4 task

uns and 1 structural scan run. One participant underwent the func-

ional localizing runs in session 2 but the structural scan run in session

 due to technical problem. Functional blood-oxygen-level-dependent

BOLD) images were acquired with a T2 ∗ -weighted gradient-echo, echo-

lanar-imaging (GRE-EPI) sequence (TR = 2 s, echo time = 30 ms, flip

ngle = 90 °, in-plane resolution = 3.1 ×3.1 mm). Whole-brain coverage

or the functional data was obtained using images of 33 contiguous

nterleaved slices. Structural T1-weighted images were acquired with

 3D magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo (MP-

AGE) sequence (TR/TE/T1 = 2530/3.39/1100 ms, flip angle = 7 °, ma-

rix = 256 ×256) for spatial normalization and anatomical localization

f the functional activations. The participants wore earplugs to attenu-

te the impact of scanner noise, and head motion was restrained with a

oam pillow and extendable padded head clamps. All the stimuli were

rojected onto a screen at the back of the scanner and were viewed from

pproximately 110 cm via a mirror placed on the head coil. 
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.3.2. Localizer paradigm 

A dynamic localizer task was used to define the ROIs. Each of the

hree dynamic localizer runs lasted 198 s, each combining two block

ets. An 18-s rest block was added at the beginning and the end of the

un, and between the two block sets. Each block set consisted of one 18-

 block for each of four stimulus categories (i.e., faces, scenes, objects,

nd scrambled objects). The blocks consisted of six 3-s color movie clips

howing different stimuli of the same category, randomly drawn from a

ool of 60 clips. The scene stimuli were mostly views of rural areas from

he window of a slow-moving car or views of moving through canyons

r tunnels. The object stimuli were mostly slowly moving toys with min-

mum suggestion of animacy or ongoing human manipulation (for more

etails, see Pitcher et al., 2011 ). The order of stimulus category blocks

n each run was palindromic and randomized across runs. Participants

ere instructed to passively view movie clips. For this study, we defined

OIs by the contrast between objects and scenes (see also Roberts and

umphreys, 2010a ; Roux-Sibilon et al., 2018 ). 

.3.3. Task runs 

The present study followed a rapid Event-related design. Each task

un consisted of 128 experimental trials, 16 catch trials, and 32 null

vent trials, lasting for 6 min 10 s. The participants were instructed to

ake an index-finger response as quickly and accurately as possible

hen they see a blue target (i.e. the catch trials). The catch trials were

ncluded in the design to ensure the participants’ attentiveness, and were

xcluded from fMRI analysis. The participants used their dominant right

and to respond. 

The 128 experimental trials were evenly divided into four condi-

ions (co-location: correct versus incorrect; object familiarity: familiar

ersus novel). On each experimental trial participants viewed a fixation

ross for 400 ms, followed by a 1600-ms presentation of a pair of objects

hile the fixation remains on the center of the screen. No response was

equired in the experimental trials, and the participants were instructed

efore the scanning session to keep looking at the fixation cross but pay

ttention to the screen. The catch trials were randomly assigned to the

our conditions. Each catch trial also started with a 400 ms interstimu-

us interval (ISI) with the fixation cross presented, but differed from the

xperiment trials in that a blue target would appear at the same time as

he object pairs at a random location within a 6°×3°area centered on the

creen, and might partially obscure the objects in some catch trials. The

resentation of object pairs and target stimuli lasted for 1600 ms regard-

ess of when the participants respond. Each null event trial, where only

he fixation cross was presented on the center of the screen, lasted 2 s

400 ms ISI followed by 1600 ms null events, matching the length of the

xperimental trials), and several null event trials were presented con-

ecutively. The order of the trials and null events was optimized using

ptseq2 ( Dale, 1999 ). The pilot data for this study was collected using

he same methods as described above. 

After the completion of the last scanning session, the participants

ere invited to fill in a post-scan questionnaire to report on whether

hey noticed the difference between experimental conditions during the

canning. They were asked to describe what they noticed or speculated,

articularly about the novel object pairs, and how frequently they delib-

rately examined the noticed/speculated features. The questions were

rinted in Chinese and participants were required to write the answers

see Supplemental materials for the English translation of the question-

aire). 

Participants who differentiate co-location conditions by

hether they are “correct/appropriate/functional ” or “right for

ction/interaction ”, or by any other expression indicating an as-

ociation of co-location and action relations in novel object pair

onditions AND indicate deliberately examining this association during

he scanning would be questioned further by an experimenter, to

onfirm the frequency they examined this association (in contrast to

ther differences they may have noticed) during the scanning. The

xperimenter was trained beforehand to recognize such associations.
7 
fter the scanning, a graduate researcher trained in psychology or

ognitive neuroscience was invited to check the participants’ responses,

o re-evaluate whether a participant’s response to question 3 indicates

ssociating co-location with action relations in novel object pair

onditions. No participant was judged by both the experimenter and

he re-evaluator to have noticed/speculated the association between

o-location and action relations in novel object pairs AND selected

ption 1–4 in question 4 (1: in every trial, 2: more than half, 3 half of

he trials or 4: less than half of the trials), therefore no participant was

eplaced because of this issue. Besides, as pre-registered, the last run of

hose who reported such association and select option 5 in question 4

as to be removed from the analysis, and no participant fulfilled this

ondition. All the participants received consentaneous judgment that

hey did not indicate regular deliberate examination of this association

by selecting options 1–4 in the corresponding question). We did not

eplace participants who differentiate the co-location conditions of

amiliar object pairs by their appropriateness for action in the main

esults. This is because the typical layout of familiar objects may be part

f manipulation knowledge or experience of these objects. For instance,

 participant may recognize that the paired-object scenarios (with

amiliar objects) in the incorrect co-location condition as being visually

nfamiliar and therefore ‘incorrect’, without considering whether the

isuospatial relationship between the two objects is appropriate from

he perspective of a between-object interaction. Therefore, a reported

ssociation between action relation of familiar object pairs and the

o-location manipulation in the questionnaire may not necessarily be

he result of the processing of visuospatial action relations as such.

nstead, it may suggest that the processing of action relations can be

riven by knowledge aspects of object perception (e.g. the familiarity

ith a given visual scene). No participant associated co-location of

amiliar object pairs with action relations and deliberately examined

his feature. 

.4. Data analysis 

.4.1. Behavioral data 

The overall hit rate of the catch trials, the hit rate and reaction time

RT) of each condition in the catch trials, and the false alarm rate in the

xperimental trials were calculated, but inferential statistics of behav-

oral data were not reported since we did not have hypotheses regarding

ehavioral responses in the catch trials. 

.4.2. fMRI data 

Data preprocessing was performed using the DPABI software ( Yan

t al., 2016 , http://rfmri.org/dpabi ). The main preprocessing procedure

as as follows: (1) transformation of DICOM files into NIFTI images; (2)

lice timing; (3) head motion correction; (4) co-registration of the high-

esolution T1-weighted structural images to the functional images; (5)

egmentation of the data; (6) spatial normalization to the standard Mon-

real Neurological Institute (MNI) space, and resampling to 3 ×3 ×3 mm

sotropic voxels; (6) smoothing with a 4 mm full-width-half-maximum

aussian kernel. 

The task-run data was modeled at the individual level with regres-

ors for each condition (familiar objects in correct co-location, familiar

bjects in incorrect co-location, novel object in correct co-location, and

ovel objects in incorrect co-location), each in two different object lay-

uts (whether the active objects were presented on the left or the right

ide of the fixation), using the SPM12 software (Wellcome Department

f Imaging Neuroscience, London; www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm ). Addi-

ional regressors were added for the null events, and the catch trial.

he presentation of the fixation cross was not modeled since it was con-

tantly presented during the experiment. The regressors were convolved

ith the canonical haemodynamic response function (HRF). A 1/128 Hz

igh-pass filter was applied to remove low-frequency noise, using an

R(1) model to account for serial correlations. The pilot data were pre-

rocessed using the same approach. 

http://rfmri.org/dpabi
http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm
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ROI analysis: activation We localized each participant’s ROIs based

n their own data from the dynamic localizer runs. The localizer data

ere modeled at the individual level using SPM12 (Wellcome De-

artment of Imaging Neuroscience, London; www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm )

ith regressors for each stimuli category (faces, objects, scenes, scram-

led objects) convolved with the canonical haemodynamic response

unction (HRF). A 1/128 Hz high-pass filter was applied to remove low-

requency noise, using an AR(1) model to account for serial correla-

ions. We identified subject-specific regions that were more active when

articipants viewed objects than when they viewed scenes (objects >

cenes, p < 0.005 uncorrected, extent greater than 5 suprathreshold

oxels). We then extracted the peak coordinates of the subject-specific

bject-processing clusters (or the local maxima more than 4 mm apart

rom each other when occipitotemporal cortex and posterior parietal

ortex were included in a single cluster) and calculated the Euclidean

istance between the peak coordinates to the corresponding group-

verage coordinates of the TMS stimulation sites (the aIPS, [ − 37, − 42,

4] and the LO, [ − 44, − 66, − 11]) reported in Xu et al. (2017) . Among

he peak voxels (1) within 40 mm of the corresponding group average

ite AND (2) within an anatomical mask of the occipitotemporal cor-

ex (based on the AAL templates of the left inferior and the left middle

ccipital gyri, and the left inferior and middle temporal gyri with one-

oxel 3D dilution) for the ventral ROI, or within an anatomical mask

f the posterior parietal cortex (based on the AAL templates of left in-

erior parietal, superior parietal and postcentral gyrus with one-voxel

D dilution) for the dorsal ROI, we identified the one with the highest

agnitude in the object-selective contrast to be the center of the ventral

r the dorsal ROI. The anatomical masks were derived from WFU Pick-

tlas ( http://www.fmri.wfubmc.edu ; Advanced Neuroscience Imaging

esearch Core, Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem, NC, USA) with

ne-voxel 3D dilution. We then defined the subjective-specific dorsal

nd ventral ROIs by creating a 5-mm radius spherical ROI centered on

espective subject-specific peak coordinates using the Marsbar toolbox

 http://marsbar.sourceforge.net/ ). 

We used the MarsBar toolbox to extract the parameter estimates from

he first-level analysis of task run data from each ROI for each partic-

pant and each condition. A paired-sample t -test was calculated based

n the average parameter estimates of corresponding conditions within

ach subject-specific ROI. Two contrasts of interest were examined: (1)

he contrast between familiar objects in correct co-location and familiar

bjects in incorrect co-location which reflects the effect of action rela-

ions between familiar objects. (2) The contrast between novel objects in

orrect co-location and novel objects in incorrect co-location which reflects

he effect of action relations between novel objects. Given that an eleva-

ion of LOC activation in response to action relations in familiar object

airs ( Roberts and Humphreys, 2010a ) and the interference effect on

ction-relation processing when aIPS receives online TMS stimulation

 Xu et al., 2017 ) has been previously reported, we took the one-tailed

aired-sample t -test of the contrasts of familiar-object-pair action rela-

ions ( familiar objects in correct co-location > familiar object in incorrect

o-location ) of each ROI as two positive controls for this study. Bonfer-

oni correction was applied in examining the positive control contrast

ith the corrected significance level being 0.05. Except these two posi-

ive controls, all the statistical tests in this study were two-tailed. Bon-

erroni correction was also applied in examining the contrast between

ovel objects in correct co-location and novel objects in incorrect co-location

ince both ROIs were analyzed for each contrast, with the corrected sig-

ificance level being 0.05. The same ROI analysis was conducted for the

ilot sample. 

ROI analysis: dynamic causal modeling This analysis was con-

ucted using Bayesian model comparison analysis based on the dynamic

ausal modeling module of SPM12 ( Friston et al., 2003 ; Stephan et al.,

010 ). It consisted of the following steps. 

A. Construction of the model space . We constructed a model space us-

ing the dorsal and the ventral ROIs as two nodes, and included the
8 
four main conditions (familiar object pairs in the correct co-location,

familiar object pairs in the incorrect co-location condition, novel

object pairs in the correct co-location condition, and novel object

pairs in the incorrect co-location condition) as potential input and

modulation factors. For the activation change associated with ac-

tion relations of the familiar object pairs in each ROI, we consid-

ered 5 possibilities: (1) no change; (2) by local processing in the

form of differentiated activation locked with co-location of famil-

iar object pairs; (3) by input ONLY, i.e., by receiving differential

input from the other ROI modulated by the co-location of familiar

objects; (4) by local response AND input; and (5) by selectivity to

familiar objects regardless of co-location AND input modulated by

the co-location of familiar object pairs from the other ROI. For each

ROI’s response to the action relations between novel object pairs,

we considered the counterpart possibilities except that the fifth sit-

uation was changed into selectivity to novelty AND (co-location de-

pendent) input from the other ROI. See Table S2 for more details of

model operationalization. To simplify the analysis and stay close to

our hypotheses, we did not include models with loops (action rela-

tions of the same kind of objects affecting the effective connectivity

in both directions), models with connections not affected by any fac-

tor, models predicting selectivity to both familiarity and novelty in

the same ROI, and models predicting one ROI to locally process ac-

tion relations of both types of object pairs but only inform the other

ROI of one type. Also based on the known functionality of the dorsal

and the ventral visual streams we excluded models that predict the

ventral ROI selectively processes or informs the dorsal ROI action

relations between novel but not familiar object pairs, and models

that predict the ventral ROI to selectively respond to object novelty

regardless of co-location. Based on previous TMS evidence ( Xu et al.,

2017 ), we also excluded models that predict the dorsal ROI to exclu-

sively rely on input or selectivity to familiarity to respond to action

relations of the familiar object pairs. These criteria led to a pool of

36 models. 

B. Restricting the model space with observed activation results . In the resul-

tant models, we only kept those predicting activation changes in a

given ROI consistent with the results of ROI-based activation analy-

sis. In the case of the present study, we observed activation changes

associated with action relations of both novel and familiar object

pairs in the ventral ROI, as well as in the dorsal ROI. Therefore, we

accordingly excluded models that predict no activation change of

either ROI associated with these manipulations (See Fig. 2 for the

illustration of each model in the restricted model space). 

C. Bayesian model comparison . Based on the model pool conditional to

the activation analysis, we estimated each model in the restricted

model space and compared the respective model exceedance proba-

bilities. The time series subjected to estimation of effective connec-

tivity were derived from the task-run data based on the same de-

sign matrix of activation analysis, and a group-level random-effects

Bayesian model comparison analysis was conducted. We reported

the best fit model and the probability of equal model frequencies

(BOR) of the comparison. 

D. Family-level inference. The tested models were then be divided into

families according to whether they specify any modulation effect

of action relations on (1) the effective connectivity from the dorsal

to the ventral ROI, (2) the effective connectivity from the ventral to

the dorsal ROI, and (3) neither. We compared the family exceedance

probabilities, reported the winning family, and examined the accep-

tance or refusal of the corresponding hypotheses. 

Pre-specified exploratory analyses To comprehensively illustrate

ur data, since we detected the effect of co-location in both kinds of

bject pairs in both ROIs, we conducted an ROI-based analysis of the

nteraction between action relation and object familiarity, as part of

re-specified exploratory analyses. The result of this analysis should be

valuated with caution given the stimuli difference between two types

http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm
http://www.fmri.wfubmc.edu
http://marsbar.sourceforge.net/
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Fig. 2. Model summary of the restricted model pool. 
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f object pairs (such as the geometry of the object or semantic associa-

ions). The first-level estimate of ROI-based activation in the four main

onditions was submitted into a repeated measure ANOVA with famil-

arity (familiar vs novel) and action relation (correct vs incorrect) as

ithin-subject factors. 

As a conditional follow-up step in the DCM analysis, if the BMS anal-

sis indicated superior fit for model(s) with a modulatory effect of action

elations on effective connectivity between ROIs, to illustrate the inter-

articipant consistency of this modulatory effect, individual parameter

stimations of the modulatory effect from the familiar-correct condition

nd that from the novel-correct condition in the winning model were

ubjected to one-sample t -test (two-tailed), to examine whether each

odulatory effect modeled in the winning model consistently deviates

rom zero across participants. Bonferroni correction was applied with

he corrected significance level being 0.05. 

In addition to ROI analysis, we also conducted a whole-brain voxel-

ased analysis to identify regions whose activation significantly changes

ith action relations of the familiar and the novel object pairs, re-

pectively. We conducted second-level voxel-based analysis for these

ontrasts using SPM12 within a gray matter mask. The mask would

e derived from the bilateral gray matter atlas of WFU Pickatlas with

ne-voxel 3D dilution. The analyses were performed using one-sample

 -tests on contrast images obtained from each participant for each con-
9 
rast of interest. Clusters were reported with a voxel-level threshold of

 = 0.001 uncorrected, and a cluster-extent threshold of p = 0.05 cor-

ected for family-wise error at the cluster level, using the random field

heory approach implemented in SPM12. 

We also tested these proposed voxel-wise analyses in the pilot data

See Supplemental materials S4), albeit with a more liberal threshold

ue to the exploratory nature of this analysis with a small sample size.

ote that, being a common approach of thresholding, the cluster-based

pproach has been found to run the risk of inflating type I errors ( Eklund

t al., 2016 ; But see Flandin and Friston, 2019 ), and thus the estimation

f spatial extent should be interpreted with extra caution. 

For the results of this voxel-wise analysis, the data inspection was

lanned to focus on describing the scope and regional dissociation of

he dorsal visual stream in the processing of action relations of either

ype of object pairs, i.e., the spatial scope of parietal regions responding

o action relations of familiar and novel object pairs. The scope of the

eural response to action relations of either type of object pairs was ex-

mined against the structural atlas of regions reported to be involved in

ither affordance processing or skilled tool use (the left inferior parietal

ortex, the left superior parietal cortex, the left angular gyrus, and the

eft supramarginal gyrus in Automated Anatomical Labeling, AAL). We

eported the location and the dice coefficient of the overlaps between

he activated cluster and the corresponding AAL labels. In addition, we
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xamined the difference in the scopes of the co-location effects of famil-

ar and novel object pairs. The location of the overlap and the dice coef-

cient of the two thresholded activation maps in the above-mentioned

AL masks were reported. 

Unregistered follow-up analyses Besides the registered analyses,

o fully understand the findings of the registered analysis, for the for-

al sample we conducted two sets of unregistered follow-up analyses.

irst, to further explore the dynamics predicted by the winning model

negative modulation of the ventral to the dorsal connectivity through

amiliar-correct condition), we analyzed the parameters for all the di-

ect inputs and inherent connectivity specified by this model i.e., that

rom the familiar-correct as well as the novel-correct conditions on both

he ventral and the dorsal ROIs and from the novel-incorrect condition

n the dorsal ROI, and the inherent effective connectivity from the ven-

ral to the dorsal ROI. One-sample t -tests (two-tailed) were conducted to

xamine whether each direct effect modeled in the winning model con-

istently deviates from zero across participants. Bonferroni correction

as applied with the corrected significance level being 0.05. Also, since

he relative amplitude between the direct impacts from the novel-correct

nd the novel-incorrect conditions to the same ROI reflects whether that

OI responds to action relations between novel object pairs or to nov-

lty per se, we compared the direct impacts from the novel-correct and

he novel-incorrect conditions to the dorsal ROI in the winning model.

aired-sample t -tests (two-tailed) were conducted with the significance

evel being 0.05. 

Further, after noticing that the inherent effective connectivity turned

ut to be not significant in the winning model (model 7; see results for

etails), we considered the possibility that the present study did not

roduce strong evidence of the direction of the inherent connectivity

etween the two ROIs. To test this possibility we added a new model

nto the original model pool with its structure the same as the winning

odel but replacing the inherent connectivity with one of an opposite

irection, from the dorsal to the ventral ROI, to form an expanded model

ool (Model 9; Fig. 3 ). We applied the same DCM-based model com-

arison and parameter analysis to the extended model pool with this

dditional model. 

.5. Determination of sample size 

To determine the size of the formal sample, we conducted a priori

ower analysis by submitting the observed effect size in the pilot sample

o G 

∗ power 3 ( Faul et al., 2007 ) to estimate the required sample size to

chieve a power of 0.9 and an alpha level of 0.05 (Bonferroni corrected)

or a paired-sample t -test. One-tailed tests were used for the positive

ontrols while the rest of the tests were two-tailed. 

To ensure that we are able to replicate the effect of action rela-

ions between familiar objects reported in previous studies ( Roberts and

umphreys, 2010a ; Roux-Sibilon et al., 2018 ; Xu et al., 2017 ), we first

stimated the required sample size for the positive control analyses. To

o so, we examined the action relation effect of familiar object pairs in

he ventral and the dorsal ROIs, separately. In the ventral ROI, there

as a trend towards higher activation levels in the familiar objects in

orrect co-location condition compared to the familiar objects in incor-

ect co-location condition. The group-level contrast was not significant

 p = 0.10), with an observed effect size dz = 0.62. The a priori power

nalysis indicated a sample size of 30 participants. For the dorsal ROI,

here was a trend towards higher activation levels in the familiar ob-

ects in correct co-location condition compared to the familiar objects in

ncorrect co-location condition. The group-level contrast was significant

 p = 0.04), with an observed effect size dz = 0.91. A priori power analysis

evealed that, with the given effect size, a sample size of 15 subjects will

each the required power of 0.9. Based on these results, a sample size of

0 was chosen for the formal sample. 

We also conducted an ROI analysis of the effect of action relations

etween novel object pairs in the ventral and the dorsal ROIs separately

nd conducted an a priori power analysis. The results indicated that the
10 
ctivation levels in the dorsal ROI tended to be higher in the novel ob-

ects in correct co-location condition compared to the novel objects in incor-

ect co-location condition. The group-level contrast was not significant

 p unc = 0.06) with an observed effect size dz = 0.99. The a priori power

nalysis suggested that 16 participants are needed. The same contrast

as also not significant in the ventral ROI, with a trend towards higher

ctivation in the novel objects in correct co-location condition compared

o the novel objects in incorrect co-location condition ( p unc = 0.11) with

n observed effect size dz = 0.79. The a priori power analysis estimated

hat a sample of 23 participants is needed. With the chosen sample size

f 30, we should have adequate power in examining these effects in the

ormal sample. 

. Results 

Behavioral responses in the catch trials Participants were highly

ccurate, with an average hit rate in the catch trials of 98.0%

SD = 3.7%). The hit rate and the RTs in the catch trials were summa-

ized according to the types of object pairs in each catch trial ( Fig. 4 ). 

Localization of the ROIs The ROIs were localized by the approach

etailed in the Methods, except using SPM8 instead of SPM12. We were

ble to identify both ROIs in all the pilot participants. The average MNI

oordinates of the ventral ROI were [ − 49.4, − 68.5, − 2], the average

uclidean distance between individual ROIs and the group average LOC

n a previous TMS study on paired object affordance ( Xu et al., 2017 ) was

0.8 mm. The average MNI coordinates of the dorsal ROI were [ − 34.9,

 51.2, 49.8], the average Euclidean distance between individual ROIs

nd the group average aIPS in a previous TMS study on paired object

ffordance ( Xu et al., 2017 ) was 11.1 mm. 

To ensure that we have achieved enough power with the present

ample size, we first examined the action relation effect of familiar ob-

ect pairs in the ventral and the dorsal ROIs, separately ( Fig. 5 a), as the

ositive controls. In the ventral ROI, there was a significant effect of

ction relation in familiar object pairs, with higher activation levels in

he familiar objects in correct co-location condition compared to the fa-

iliar objects in incorrect co-location condition, t (29) = 6.66, p < 0.001,

z = 1.22, MD = 2.10. For the dorsal ROI, the effect of action relation in

amiliar object pairs was also significant, with higher activation levels

n the familiar objects in correct co-location condition compared to the fa-

iliar objects in incorrect co-location condition, t (29) = 4.67, p < 0.001,

z = 0.853, MD = 2.17. 

With the positive control checked, we proceeded to examine the ROI-

ise effect of action relations in novel object pairs in the ventral and the

orsal ROIs separately ( Fig. 5 ). The activation levels in the dorsal ROI

as higher in the novel objects in correct co-location condition compared

o the novel objects in incorrect co-location condition, t (29) = 4.73, p <

.001, dz = 0.863, MD = 2.07. The same pattern was also observed in

he ventral ROI, t (29) = 6.55, p < 0.001, dz = 1.19, MD = 1.69. As part

f the pre-specified exploratory analysis, we examined the interaction

f action relation and object familiarity in each ROI with a repeated

easure ANOVA with familiarity (familiar vs novel) and action relations

correct vs incorrect) as within-subject factors. In both ROIs, the main

ffects of action relations were significant ( p s < 0.001), while the main

ffects of familiarity and the interaction between the two factors were

ignificant in neither ROI ( p s > 0.05). 

DCM analysis Within the model space specified in the Methods sec-

ion, we made further restrictions and excluded models that predict no

ctivation change associated with either kind of action relations from

ither ROI. This left us with 8 models (see Fig. 2 ). Bayesian model com-

arison was conducted on these models using the dynamic causal mod-

ling module of SPM12. 

The results favored model 7, with the model exceedance probabil-

ty = 0.65 ( Fig. 6 a), the probability of equal model frequencies = 0.01.

odel 7 predicted (1) the activation in the ventral ROI to change with

ction relation manipulation for both types, familiar and novel, of ob-

ect pairs, (2) the dorsal ROI to process object novelty (responding to
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Fig. 3. The expanded model pool. Model 9 was added, with a structure same to Model 7 but specifying an inherent connectivity from the dorsal to the ventral ROI. 

Fig. 4. Hit rate (a) and RTs (b) in catch trials. The error 

bars denoted the standard errors. 
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ovel objects regardless of co-location) and the action relation of famil-

ar objects, (3) there was inherent connectivity from the ventral to the

orsal ROI, and (4) both types of action relation modulate the inherent

onnectivity from the ventral to the dorsal ROI. 

To further examine the hypothesis regarding the interaction between

he dorsal and the ventral visual streams, we divided the 8 models into

hree families. Four of them predicted effective connectivity from the

orsal to the ventral ROI. The second family (including the winning

ne) predicted effective connectivity from the ventral to the dorsal ROI.
11 
he third family of one model predicted no connectivity in either direc-

ion. A family-level inference was conducted and the family exceedance

robability of each family was calculated. The results indicated that the

econd family fitted the data best ( Fig. 6 b), suggesting effective connec-

ivity from the ventral to the dorsal ROI. 

The best-fit model identified in the BMS analysis predicted mod-

latory effects of familiar as well as novel object pairs in the cor-

ect co-location condition on the effective connectivity from the ven-

ral to the dorsal ROI. As a pre-planned follow-up analysis, we con-
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Fig. 5. The ROI-wise effect of action relations 

in the familiar and novel object pairs. The 

asterisks denote statistical significance ( p < 

0.05, Bonferroni corrected). 

Fig. 6. a. Exceedance Probability of each model in the original model pool. Model 7 is the winning model. b. Family exceedance probability of each family. The 

ventral-to-dorsal family emerged as the winning family. c. Parameter estimations of the winning model. The solid arrows and asterisks next to the numbers denoted 

effects significantly deviated from zero with an alpha level of 0.05 (two-tail, Bonferroni-corrected), while the dashed arrows denoted those not. The number next to 

each arrow denoted the group average of that parameter. d. Exceedance Probability of each model in the extended model pool. Model 9 (the newly added model) is 

the winning model. e. Family exceedance probability of each family. The dorsal-to-ventral family became the winning family. f. Parameter estimations of the winning 

model, denoted with the same rules as Fig. 6 c. 
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ucted a one-sample t -test on the individual parameter estimations of

ach of the two modulatory effects in the winning model to exam-

ne whether they consistently deviated from zero across participants

 Fig. 6 c). The results suggested that the modulatory effect of the famil-

ar object pairs in the correct co-location condition significantly differed

rom zero ( t (29) = − 3.42, p unc = 0.002, dz = 0.62, MD = − 0.46) while

hat of the novel object pairs did not reach significance, t (29) = − 1.91,

 unc = 0.066, dz = 0.34, MD = − 0.23). Importantly, the modulatory ef-

ect of the action relations between the familiar objects was negative, i.e.
12 
hen the familiar object pairs were presented in the correct co-location,

he connectivity between the ventral to the dorsal stream was weakened

han when they were presented in the incorrect co-location condition. 

Since the winning model emerged with the modulatory effects from

he familiar-correct condition on this connectivity being negative, to

urther understand the dynamics predicted by the winning model, we

onducted an unregistered exploratory analysis on the remaining pa-

ameters specified by this model i.e., the direct impact from the familiar-

orrect as well the novel-correct condition on both the ventral and the
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orsal ROI and from the novel-incorrect condition on the dorsal ROI,

nd the inherent connectivity from the ventral to the dorsal ROI. Con-

istent with the model specification, one-sample t -tests (two-tailed) re-

ealed that the direct impact from the familiar-correct condition on both

OIs was significant and positive, suggesting an effect of action rela-

ions in the familiar object pairs on both ROIs (the red arrows in Fig.

 c); the direct impact from the novel-correct condition on the ventral

OI was significant and positive, suggesting an effect of action relations

n the novel object pairs on ventral ROIs (the left yellow arrow in Fig.

 c). Further, though the direct impact from both the novel-correct and

he novel-incorrect conditions on the dorsal ROI were significant and

ositive, paired sample t -test revealed that the direct impact from the

ovel-correct condition on the dorsal ROI was stronger than that from

he novel-incorrect condition, suggesting that besides an effect on nov-

lty (the middle and the right yellow arrows in Fig. 6 c) an effect of

ction relations of the novel object pairs can be observed in the dorsal

OI ( t (29) = 3.11, p unc = 0.003, dz = 0.76, MD = 0.1, the black horizon-

al line in Fig. 6 c). Slightly surprisingly, one-sample t -test revealed that

he inherent effective connectivity from the ventral to the dorsal ROI

as not significant ( t (29) = − 0.56, p unc > 0.05, the dashed gray arrow

n Fig. 6 c). 

After noticing that the inherent effective connectivity was not signif-

cant in the winning model, and that the model with the second-highest

rotected model exceedance probability was a model specifying inher-

nt effective connectivity of opposite direction (Model 5, see Fig. 6 a),

e considered the possibility that our data did not provide strong ev-

dence of the direction of the inherent effective connectivity, and the

inning model won because of its other structural features. The only

ifference other than the direction of inherent inter-ROI effective con-

ectivity between Model 7 and 5 was the direct impact from the novel-

ncorrect condition to the dorsal ROI. Therefore, to reveal the specific

eature that gives Model 7 superior fit to our data, we added a new

odel into the original model pool with a structure the same as that

f Model 7 but specifying inherent effective connectivity of an opposite

irection ( Fig. 3 ), i.e., connectivity from the dorsal to the ventral ROI,

o form an expanded model pool. The same DCM-based model compar-

son and parameter analysis was conducted with the expanded model

ool. This time the newly-added model emerged as the winning model,

ith the model exceedance probability = 0.38 ( Fig. 6 d), the probabil-

ty of equal model frequencies = 0.24, and the model family predicting

ffective connectivity from the dorsal to the ventral ROI emerged as

he winning family ( Fig. 6 d). Parameter analysis revealed a dynamics

n the new winning model very similar to that of the original winning

odel, with the modulatory effects of both the familiar object pairs in

he correct co-location condition ( t (29) = − 3.28, p unc = 0.003, dz = 0.60,

D = − 0.43) and the novel object pairs in the correct co-location con-

ition ( t (29) = − 2.85, p unc = 0.008, dz = 0.52, MD = − 0.45) being sig-

ificantly negative. Also consistent with the original winning model,

ne-sample t -tests (two-tailed) revealed that the direct impact from the

amiliar-correct condition on both ROIs were significant and positive,

uggesting the effect of action relations in the familiar object pairs on

oth ROIs (the red arrows in Fig. 6 f), the direct impact from the novel-

orrect condition on the ventral ROI was significant and positive, sug-

esting the effect of action relations in the novel object pairs on ventral

OIs (the left yellow arrow in Fig. 6 f), and that though both the direct

mpact from the novel-correct and the novel-incorrect conditions on the

orsal ROI were significant and positive, paired sample t -test revealed

hat again the direct impact from the novel-correct condition on the

orsal ROI was stronger than that from the novel-incorrect condition,

uggesting an effect of action relations of the novel object pairs on the

orsal ROI ( t (29) = 2.64, p unc = 0.010, dz = 0.68, MD = 0.06, the black

orizontal line in Fig. 6 f) in addition to the effect of novelty regardless

ction relation (the middle and the right yellow arrow in Fig. 6 f). Also,

he same as the original winning model, one-sample t -test revealed that

he inherent effective connectivity between the ventral and the dorsal

OIs was not significant ( t (29) = 1.57, p unc > 0.05, the dashed gray

rrow in Fig. 6 f). 
13 
Besides ROI analysis, to further illustrate the scope of cortical regions

esponding to action relations, we conduct pre-registered exploratory

econd-level whole-brain voxel-wise analysis. It revealed that v iewing

amiliar objects presented with apparent action relations led to in-

reased activation in a set of occipitotemporal and parietal regions com-

ared to when the action relation was not evident (familiar objects in

orrect co-location – familiar objects in incorrect co-location, p = 0.001

ncorrected, cluster-extent threshold of p = 0.05 corrected for family-

ise error). These regions ( Table 1 ) included bilateral inferior occipital

yrus and a dorsal cluster in the left superior parietal gyrus (Dice co-

fficient with corresponding AAL atlas = 0.11), extending towards the

nferior parietal gyrus (Dice coefficient = 0.003). Viewing novel object

airs presented with visuo-spatially defined action relations, compared

o when the action relation was not evident (novel objects in correct co-

ocation – novel objects in incorrect co-location, p = 0.001 uncorrected,

WEc = 37 voxels), led to increased activation in the bilateral inferior

ccipital gyrus, the left occipitotemporal cortex, the right middle oc-

ipital gyrus, the right superior parietal cortex (Dice coefficient with

he AAL atlas of the right superior parietal gyrus = 0.16, and with the

al atlas of the angular gyrus = 0.05) and the left superior (dice coeffi-

ient = 0.12) and inferior parietal cortex (Dice coefficient = 0.07). Com-

arison between the thresholded activation maps ( Fig. 7 ) revealed sub-

tantial overlap between the regions (Dice coefficient = 0.24), with four

lusters responding to action relations in both the familiar and novel ob-

ect pairs ( Table 1 ). These clusters were observed in the bilateral occip-

tal gyrus, the left occipitotemporal cortex and the left superior parietal

yrus (Dice coefficient with the AAL atlas of the left superior parietal

yrus = 0.02, and with the left inferior parietal gyrus = 0.003). The ac-

ion relations in the novel object pairs activated larger regions in the left

ntraparietal sulcus than those activated by the familiar object pairs, and

 cluster in the right intraparietal sulcus responded only to the action

elations in the novel object pairs. A cluster in the left superior parietal

yrus, in contrast, responded only to the action relations in the familiar

bject pairs. The regions activated by action relations in the familiar ob-

ect pairs, compared to those activated by action relations in the novel

bject pairs, were more dorsal in the left occipitotemporal regions, and

ore ventral in the bilateral inferior occipital cluster. 

. Discussion 

With the sample size decided by a small pilot sample a priori, the

resent study provided direct fMRI evidence for the involvement of the

orsal visual stream in the automatic extraction of action relations and

evealed that both the ventral and the dorsal visual streams respond

o action relations in paired-object scenarios independent from object

amiliarity. Further, with DCM analysis, the present study suggests that

ction relations between objects in such scenarios reduce the effective

onnectivity between the two visual streams. 

By demonstrating that both the ventral and the dorsal visual streams

espond to action relations between objects, the present study extended

revious studies on the ventral and the dorsal involvement in the per-

eption of paired-object affordance in the context of object recognition

 Roberts and Humphreys, 2010a ; Roux-Sibilon et al., 2018 ). For the dor-

al visual stream, such a result provided direct evidence of the dorsal

isual stream’s involvement in the automatic perception of action rela-

ions between objects, and is in line with existing understanding of the

unctional specialty of this visual stream ( Goodale and Milner, 1992 ;

ilner and Goodale, 2006 , 2008 ; Yoon et al., 2002 ) and the results

f a TMS study ( Xu et al., 2017 ). Regarding the ventral visual stream,

uch involvement is in line with previous reports that the ventral vi-

ual stream also reflects information typically associated with the dor-

al visual stream, such as actions towards objects, movement-related

bject properties ( Almeida et al., 2013 ; Garcea et al., 2016 ; Kristensen

t al., 2016 ; Mahon et al., 2013 ) and action relation between paired

amiliar objects ( Bracci and Peelen, 2013 ; Buxbaum, 2017 ; Gallivan et

l., 2014 ; Mahon et al., 2007 ; Roberts and Humphreys, 2010a ; Roux-
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Table 1 

Clusters with increased activation when participants viewed familiar pairs with correct co-location 

compared to incorrect co-location ( p unc < 0.001, cluster-extent threshold of p = 0.05 corrected for 

family-wise error). 

Familiarity Region MNI coordinates z score Cluster size 

x y z 

Familiar Left inferior occipital gyrus − 18 − 96 − 15 5.87 92 

Left occipitotemporal cortex − 51 − 66 3 5.41 118 

Right inferior occipital gyrus 30 − 93 − 12 4.97 52 

Left superior parietal gyrus − 18 − 60 57 3.91 37 

Novel Left inferior occipital gyrus − 30 − 93 − 9 5.98 91 

Left occipitotemporal cortex − 48 − 66 − 9 5.13 59 

Right inferior occipital gyrus 30 − 96 − 9 4.99 45 

Left superior and inferior parietal gyri − 21 − 57 45 4.23 66 

Right superior parietal gyrus 24 − 63 54 3.95 81 

Right middle occipital gyrus 30 − 84 30 3.76 37 

Overlap Left inferior occipital gyrus 29 

Right inferior occipital gyrus 17 

Left occipitotemporal cortex 27 

Left superior parietal gyrus 8 

Fig. 7. The comparison between thresholded maps of re- 

gions activated by the action relation in the familiar (Blue), 

novel (Yellow) and both types (Red) of object pairs. 
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t  
ibilon et al., 2018 ). For instance, action relation between objects may

o-varies with the presence of action-related structures, such as han-

les, which may further come from processing of surface and material

roperties of objects (Mahon & Almeida, under review) in the ventral

tream. Such perception of graspable structures may be the source of

he ventral responses to the relationship between the two objects in the

resent study, whether they are familiar or novel. The involvement of

he ventral stream is particularly interesting in the light of our previous

MS study ( Xu et al., 2017 ) which found that the ventral visual stream

s not necessary for the processing of action relations, seemingly contra-

icting the results of the present study. It is unlikely that the activation

hange in the ventral stream observed in the present study was induced

y the input from the dorsal stream, given the estimation of the dorsal-

o-ventral inherent effective connectivity and the modulatory effect of

ction relations from our DCM analysis. A possibility is that some re-

ions in the ventral visual stream do respond to the presence of action

elations, probably by processing object properties that are important to

efine action relations, such as object co-location or other visual features

o-varying with this manipulation, but such processing serves functions

ifferent from the dorsal response to the same manipulation. Unlike the
14 
orsal processing, these ventral stream areas do not directly affect im-

ediate motor responses, i.e., would not be captured in the RTs of the

MS study. Such speculation is consistent with previous findings that

he processing of action-related object properties in the ventral visual

tream seems to contribute less to immediate manipulation of the objects

han the dorsal visual stream ( Cohen et al., 2009 ). Instead of support-

ng the motor-related or affordance-related functions as in the case of

he dorsal visual stream, we speculate that the ventral-stream responses

erve other functions, such as the formation of visual representation of

bjects or multiple-object scenes or the retrieval of semantic and func-

ional knowledge of objects via object identification, which is consistent

ith the common understanding of the functionality of the ventral vi-

ual stream (e.g. Cohen et al., 2009 ; Goodale et al., 1994 ; Yoon et al.,

002 ). 

An intriguing finding of the present study was that the ventral vi-

ual stream responds to visuo-spatially implied action relation between

bjects even when the active objects in the pair were not recognizable

the novel object condition). For these objects, the elevated activation

n the ventral ROI cannot be attributed to the facilitated recognition at

he object level, since in both correct- and incorrect- co-location condi-
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ions the novel active objects remained unrecognizable by definition. A

ossibility is that the ventral visual stream responds to the more familiar

ayout of action-related structures in the correct co-location compared

ith the incorrect co-location condition. E.g., the handle of the novel

ctive objects points towards the passive objects, while the incorrect co-

ocation condition lacked such regularity. Such sensitivity of the ventral

isual stream to the action-related structures has been reported in the

ase of elongation, a characteristic shape of manipulable tools ( Chen et

l., 2018 ). A further possibility is that the ventral visual stream responds

o configural features of the object pairs indicated by the orientation of

he action-related structures, with that of the active objects pointing the

head’ of the active objects towards the passive objects in the correct

o-location conditions, while the incorrect co-location condition lacks

uch a clear configural organization. This speculation is consistent with

revious reports of the involvement of the ventral visual stream in con-

gural processing. For instance, it was found that the lateral and ven-

ral occipitotemporal cortex not only represents the category of objects,

ut also their overall shapes ( Bracci and Op de Beeck, 2016 ). Further,

bject pairs shown as interacting, compared with non-interacting de-

iction, elicit greater activity in the lateral occipital complex ( Kim et

l., 2011 ). In addition, it has been suggested that there is profuse inter-

tream anatomical connectivity along the two visual streams, as well

s rich within-stream connectivity between upper- and lower-stream re-

ions in each visual stream. Therefore, it is still possible that the ventral

OI does receive input from the dorsal stream but not directly from the

orsal ROI we chose in the present study. The input might be relayed in

ne of the upper or lower-stream regions. Also, there might be feedback

odulation from the frontal-parietal cortex to the lateral occipitotem-

oral cortex ( Gallivan et al., 2013 ). For instance, the IPS has been found

o modulate the low-level visual processing in the early visual areas ( Liu

t al., 2017 ) according to the action relations between objects, the effect

f which may then be relayed to the ventral ROI. 

Then, what is the functional relation between the ventral and the

orsal visual streams in processing the visuo-spatially defined action

elations between objects according to our study? The data did not sup-

ort a direct collaboration between the ventral and the dorsal visual

treams in our task. Specifically, our DCM analysis suggested a negative

odulation of action relationship on the (non-significant) inherent ef-

ective connectivity between visual streams. These results suggested that

oth the dorsal and the ventral visual streams might respond to visuo-

patially defined action relations, but subject this information to differ-

nt computations, serving different functions. For instance, the ventral

nd the dorsal visual streams, due to their different functional specialty,

ork independently when the action relation between objects was not

pparent, therefore we observe a non-significant inherent effect con-

ectivity, but when an action relation between objects emerged as a

esult of our experimental manipulation, each visual stream responds to

his manipulation and proceed to different computations to serve dif-

erent functions (for instance, affordance extraction in the dorsal visual

tream and representation formation/object recognition in the ventral

isual stream), leading the originally independent neural activities in

he two streams further deviate from each other, hence the negative

odulation on their inherent effective connectivity. This speculation is

imilar to the proposal that the category-selective regions in the visual

ortex are all integral parts of broad domain-specific networks (e.g., nav-

gation, social categorization, etc.) and each contribute to the compu-

ations required in their corresponding networks ( Mahon et al., 2007 ;

eelen and Downing, 2017 ). For instance, though both streams respond

o the action-related experimental manipulation, this manipulation of a

ather high-level feature might changes various sensory and perceptual

eatures simultaneously, and the dorsal visual stream may extract stim-

li change of its preferred kind to guide immediate object grasping and

anipulation ( Binkofski et al., 1998 ; Cohen et al., 2009 ; Culham et al.,

003 ; Frey et al., 2005 ; Rice et al., 2007 ; Tunik et al., 2005 ), whereas the

entral visual stream extracts its preferred kind but to gradually build

isual representation of the objects and the scene of the objects for fu-
15 
ure operation if a delay is introduced ( Cohen et al., 2009 ; Goodale et al.,

994 ). Admittedly, this speculation is but one possible interpretation of

ur finding that the same manipulation may lead to dissociated neural

ctivity among different brain regions, and future studies need to fur-

her differentiate parallel processing of the same stimuli from effective

ntegration of information and collaboration between cortical regions. 

Saying this, we would also like to note that the present study exam-

ned the perception of action relation of a very automatic and sponta-

eous kind. That is, the experimental task did not require any purpose-

ul processing in terms of object recognition, action recognition or func-

ional judgement, etc. in any of the experimental conditions. In contrast,

he passive viewing task of the present study did not require inter-stream

ntegration, therefore allows the two visual streams to independently

espond to the visual stimuli and deviate from each other if their spon-

aneous responses to action relation between paired objects are indeed

ifferent. This might be a reason why the present study did not observe

ignificant inherent connectivity between the two visual streams, nor

ositive modulation of the action relations on the inter-stream effec-

ive connectivity. We speculate that if the experimental task requires

nter-stream integration (for instance, if the participants were explic-

tly required to make motor response based on both the co-location and

he identity of the objects), information exchange would become nec-

ssary between the visual streams, and positive modulation of action-

elation properties on inter-stream connectivity might become evident.

ndeed, previous studies have suggested task dependence of the joint

ontribution of the ventral and the dorsal visual streams in processing

aired-object affordance ( Roux-Sibilon et al., 2018 ). Hence, it may be

orth exploring how task settings modulate the relationship between

he streams. 

Taken together, our findings suggest that the functional relation be-

ween the dorsal and the ventral visual streams, though might be fueled

y the same experimental manipulation, might dynamically change with

ask demands. Future study is needed to directly examine this possibil-

ty to further understand the functional relation between the two visual

treams in processing the action-related object features and in various

ther cognitive tasks. 
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